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roxette - live at sunset - roxette releases its second album, "look sharp!" and tours sweden again.
the album is a triumph in sweden, but a flop everywhere else. an american exchange student returns
from sweden and urges radio station kdwb in minneapolis to play "the look". from there, "the look"
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of love - sixesapp - "the look" is a song by the swedish pop duo roxette. it was released in early
1989 as the fourth single from their second studio album, look sharp! the look - wikipedia reviewed
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look sharp without a suit look sharp in a sentence related books : how to look nice - yuantai-trade "the look" is a song by the swedish pop duo roxette. it was released in early 1989 as the fourth single
from their second studio album, look sharp! (1988). it became an international hit, and was one of
the most successful singles of 1989 topped the charts in 25 countries, and was the first of their four
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